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Let n be a positive integer, L a subset of (0, 1, . . . , n}. We discuss the existence of partitions 
(or tilings) of the n-dimensional binary vector space F, into L-spheres. By a L-sphere around 
an x in F, we mean {y E F,, d(x, y) E L}, d(x, y) being the Hamming distance betweti!n x and y. 
These tilings are generalizations of perfect error correcting codes. We show that very few such 
tilings exist (Theorem 2) and characterize them ail for any L c (0, 1, . . . , f&J). 
1. Introduction 
For positive integers, n Pet F, denote the Yamming-space of dimension n, i.e. 
the space of O-l sequences of length n with addition term by term mo&!lo 2. 
The elements of F, are called vectors. 
F, will be endowed with the Hamming-metric .e. the distance of two vectors 
(x, y) is the number of positions in which they differ. We denote it by d(x, y). For 
every vector x let 3 denote the unique element of F, with d(x, 2) = n. We say x’ is 
the complement of x. 
Let L be a fixed subset of 40,1, . . . , n}. for x E F, we set 
L(x) = {Y e E, /4x, y) E L) 
We call L(x) the L-sphere around x. 
Let us denote by 0 (1) the vector which consists of merely O’s (l’s), respectively, 
and define the weight of x E Fn b) w(x) = d(0, x). 
An L-code is a set CC F, SLYC~ that for any Ci and c2 in C, L(c,) and L(c2) 
have no common point. These codes were introduced in 143, where their practical 
significance~fi~+G-- uvnrwU&lwlP & de’- t&ion of physical failures in networks-is de- 
scribed. See also [2]. 
It is obvious that we have the following sphere-packing bound 
ICI l ILCc)l s 2”. 
If equality holds C is called a perfect L-code or tiling. Then the sets k(x) for 
x e C fo*rm a partition of F,, (that is to say for every y in F, there existi a unique c’ 
in C with d(c, y) in L). The elements of C are called words. In this case ICI = 2k, 
IL(c)1 = 2”-k for some k. Such a tiling will be denoted by T(n, k, L). 
If for some positive integer t we have k = (0, 1, ‘ . . , t}, then the tiling is 
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equivalent o a classical perfect t-error correcting code. The values of (n, k, t) for 
which these perfect t-codes exist have been determined [5,7]. They are: 
(2” - 1,2” - m - 1,l): Hamming codes, 
(2t+ 1, 1, t): repetition codes, 
(23,12,3): Golay code. 
Many generalizations have been studied (see e.g. [l, 31). Here we are concerned 
with the existence of tilings for given (n, L). This problem was raised by 
Karpovsky [4], who mainly treated the case L = {0,2) and deduced some tilings 
from perfect f-codes. 
We extend his results, proving that there are very few values of (n, L) for which 
tilings exist (Theorem 2 and 3). 
2. Preliminties and statement of the resalts 
Let US set L={n-I]kL}. As for x,y~F, we have d(x,y)+d(%y)=n, we 
have 
L(x) = L(m)* (1) 
Moreover 
C(x) n L(a) = B iff I E L implies n - I& L. (2) 
We say that the tiling C is complementary if for every x E C we have Z E C. 
Obviously for a tiling C and a vector v the set of vectors C,, = {x + v \ x E C} is a 
tiling as well. 
As for v 1~ C we have 0 E C,, we may always assume 0E C. Moreover if C is not 
complementary we may assume that at the same time 1& C holds. 
In the case of a complementary tiling C let us define L* = {min(Z, n - Z)l I E L}. 
Then by (1) and (2) C is a tiling for I,*, as well, moreover for 1 E L* we have: 
1 <in. (3) 
We say x covers y if x E C and y E L(X). Observe that x E C covers itself iff 
OEL. 
For a tiling evidently we have 
lk~mo 1. There is no triangle in F, with side lengths 2,, 12, d(x, y), with I,. l2 in L 
a:-u-l x, y in C. 
. 
lI%oof. By translation and permutation of components, this would yield a triangle 
with vertices 0, v, z, with v E C, z E E(0) n L(v). 
In F, there exists a triangb! with sides a, b, c ifi (i), (ii), and (iii) hold. 
friarrgle inequalities are sI &sj&d 
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(ii) a + b + c is even. 
(iii) a + b + c s 2n. 
Prs~f. Suppose (i), (ii), (iii) are satisfied. Let a + b -t c = 2t. By (ii) t is an integer. 
By (iii) TV n. As first vertex A1 we choose the vector 0). 
The second vertex, A2 is 
Ill***1 oo***o 
a-times (n - a)-times’ 
The third vertex, A3 is 
00 l l l 0 ll=**l om**o 
it - b)-times b-times (n - t)-times 
By (i) a G t, b s t, a + b 2 t yielding 
4% &) = a, d(&, 4 = lb, d(A,,A,)=t-(ia+b-t) 
as desired. 
=2t-a-b=c 
Suppose now that we are given a triangle i.e. three O-l sequences A, B, C. 
Let A= 
ai#h 
As out of the three non-equalities ai # bi, bi Z ci, C, f t.+ either 0 or 2 hold we 
deduce (ii) and (iii); 
lemma. 
(i) follows from the fact that F, is a metric space, proving the 
As an immediate consequt. nce we deduce: 
Corolky I. Zf x, y E C am.i d(x, y) = 2t for some positive integer t, then t > 
min( I, n - 1) for every I E E kolds. 
Pro&. If it wouldn’t hold in view of the lemma, we would find z: E F, with 
d (x, z) = d (y, z) = I for some I E E, in contradiction with Proposition 1~. 
CoroIIary 2. If x E C, w(x) is evvl, then 
w(x)>2 max min(l, n - 1). 
[EL 
Corollary 3. Zf x # y E C with odd weights, then 
w(x)+w(y)>2maxmin(l, n-l). 
IEL 
The last two corollaries follow directly from 0 E C, and Corollary 1. 
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The proof of the non=eGstence. First we prove 
Prti. Suppose it is not true and let 2 be the smallest integer for which the 
theorem is violated. 
Let x be a vector of weight Z-2, snd suppose x E L(y) i.e. d(x, y) = 1% L. As 
OE C, L(y) contains no vector of weight 1. Thus there is no triangle in F, with 
sides I, E’, w(y). In view of Lemma 1, one of the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) must be 
violated. 
By x E L(y) we know the existence of a triangle with sides I - 2, Z’, w(y). Hence 
there are two possibilities 
either 
, Z--2= l’+w(yj and consequently Z>Z’+ w(y) 
or 
2 - 2+ I’+ w(y) = 2n and consequently I + I’ i- w(y) TP 2n. 
In the second case we have 
I-2=(n--i’)+(n-w(y)). 
The codewords y covering the vectors x of weight 2 - 12 in F,, belong to one of the 
three classes (y, w(y) d$n}, (y, w(y) odd, w(y)>&n), {y, w(y) even, w(y)>&+ 
We assert that each class contains at most one elemczt 
Suppose the contrary then for the corresponding yl, yz we have d(y,, y2) = 2t < 
21 in contradiction with Corollary 1. (For the first class, w(yi) = C- 2- I;, w(y*) = 
r’ - 2 - fl,, so b?y Corollary 2, w(yl) and w(y2) are odd. For the others, it is obvious. 
We used the trivial estimation d(y,, y+Gmin{w(y,)+ w(yl), w@)+ w&)).) 
As C is a tiling for every vector x with w(x) = I- 2 there is a y E C with 
x E L(y). 
By the precedings we deduce 
(4) 
where :)c ~(~11) < 1- 2 is odd, n - (2 - 2) -= w( y2), w( y3) < n. Let us estimate 
We have 
‘lhi!, * ar:o is certainly less than 4 = i 9 $ exept for 111 =: 1, i 2 4 when it is still less 
than l. Hence (4) yields w(y,)= 1, w(y2j= n- 1 for some y,, y2e C; moreover 
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I - 3, n - (I - 3) are both elements of L, E 3 4. But in view of Lemma 1 there exists 
a triangle with sides d(y,, y2) = n - 2 or n, 2 - 3, n - (I - 3) yielding the existence of 
z E F, d(yi, Z) = I- 3, d(y,, z) = n - (l- 31, a contradiction which concludes the 
proof of Theorem 2. 
Theorem 3. Let ZEL, $ndGn-2. Then (l+2)EL. 
Proof. If C is an L-tiling, then C = (ji 1 y E C} is an E-tiling. Hence Theorem 2 
implies Theorem 3. 
Suppose now C is a non-complementary L-tiling. By Theorems 2 and 3 the 
set L is determined by four integers Osa,, a*, bl, b,c$n, with a,, b, odd or -0; 
b2, a2 even, in the following way: 
which we write L = L1 U I.* U L3 U L4. 
From now on, assume, which is “natural” from a coding view pain:. that 
L3 U L4 = 0, or equivalently L c [0, in]. In this case we have 
Theorem 4. If C is a tiling with L c [0, in]. then Ia, - uzl = 1. that is L is an 
interval (0, 1, . . . y max(a,, e)l if L L2$ 8. 
Proof. Let us suppose the statement of the theorem is not true. Then by Theorem 
2 we know L={O, l,..., I-1, 1+1,..., l+2t-~1) for some ta0, and I+2t+ 
1 din, with Z-2= al (resp. u2) and I+2t+ 1 = a2 (resp. al). 
Let us set 
CJ = {x E c)3y E F”, y E L(x), w(y) = 1). 
Obviously for x E C, we have 
w(x)Sl+(l+2t+ 1)=21+2t+ 1. 
Suppose we have strict inequalit. 1’ Then L(x) contains a vector y with w(y) = 
I - 2, but it is impossible since in this case y E L(O) holds as well. 
Hence -<ye have: w(x) = 21+2t + 1 for every XE C,. Thus if we consider the 
members of Ci as (2/+ 2t + l)-subsets of an n-set, then they form a Ste!,ler- 
iystem §( n, 21+ 2t + 1, I). Hence we have 
21+2t+l-j n-j 
r-j )/( ) l+j holds for j=O, 1,. .., f-l. 
In particular 
(1+2tiG))(n-l+ 1) (3 
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Let us now consider 
c ~+2=(xECI~yEF,,yEL(x), w(y)=I+2}. 
0f course we have CI c Cl+z. Let us set a> = Cl+2- Cl. We assert w(x) = 2Z+ 2t + 3 
for x E D. Indeed w(x) =G 21+ 2t + 3 is evident and strict inequality would imply the 
existence of some y E L(x) with w( y ) = 2 contradicting x& C,. 
We consider again the members of D as subsets of an n-set X. Let A E C,, 
A’cA, IA’I=f and kX-A. We set B = A’ U (i,). Then B is not contained in 
Cl, but for every B’c B, 1 B’I = I there’ is a unique set A( B’) with 
B’= A( B’) E C,. 
LetthesesetsbeA,,A,,...,Ar+,.AstheybelongtoC1for lG~j~1+1 we 
have IAj Cl A,(s I - 1 consequently we have equality, and for 
A*=li;Ai 
i _f 1 
we obtain 
(A’I=(l+ l)+(I+ 1)(2+2t+l)=(I+ l)(l+2?+2). 
Now for a E X- A* there i; a unique set A(a) in C,+2 which contains B U{a}. 
Obviously A(a) ti Cl whence [A(a)1 = 21+ 2t + 3. 
For a, ak X-A*, let A(a) and A(a’) be the members of C,+% containing 
BU{ai and BU(a’), respectively. If A(a)#A(a’), then (A(~)nA(a’)l~l+ 1, 
yielding A(a)n A(a’) = D. Moreover A(a) n(A* - B) is empty as otherwise for 
some a”EX-B we have a’EAi;+7A(a) (for some l~i~l+l), meaning that 
B lJ(a”j is covered by both A(a) and Ai, a contradiction. Hence 
IA(a)-A*I=21+2t-:-3-(1-t1)=2+2t-k2. 
I%e different sets A(a)-A* form a partition of X-A* yielding [A(a)- 




Comparing, (5) and (6) we obtain (1 + 2t + 2) [(I + l), a contradiction which 
concludes the proof. 
The following theorem enables us to classify the tilings with L c [0, in] (and by 
!3) 41 the self-complementary tilings, too). 
Theorems 5. Let t = 2p + E, 0 G E s 1. Then there exists a T(n, k, L = (0, 1, 2, . . . , t)) 
iffthewexistsa T(n+l), k+l, L.‘=(t,t=-2,t-4,...,&)). 
00f. Let C be a tiling T(n, k, L = (0, 1.2, . . . , I}), i.e. a perfect t-error correct- 
ing co&. For any ct and c2 in C, d (c,, c2) a 2t + 1. 
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Now create a new code C’ in F,+l, of cardinality 2“+’ in the following way: to 
any c in C add a last component 0 or 1. Obviously for any C{ and c; in C’, 
d(c:, c$) = 1 or 3 2t + 1 a Thus I&‘,) O L’(cs) = 0. Furthermore the sphere-packing 





can be rewritten as 
2k+l c n+l 
( ) i = 
n+l 
& 2 9 
ieL’ 
hence C’ is a tiling. 
Conversely let C’ be a T( n + 1, k + 1, L’) with E = 0 (resp. 1). Then the 2” 
vectors of even weight in Fn+l are covered by the codewords of even (resp. odd) 
weight in C’. Deleting the last component in T;n+l we get a T(n, k, L) (see [6]). 
Corollary. The only tilings with L c [O, $11 are the perfect t-codes and th0,c.e with 
the following parameters 
W”, 2” - m, W), 
T(2t +2,2, (t, t-2,. . . , E}), 
‘KW 13, {I, 3)) 
derived from Hamming, repetition and Golay codes respectively. 
To conclude we have the following 
@onjecture* Let L = L1 U L2 U IL3 U L4 the decomposition of L as before. If 1 i # 0 
f or i = I, 2,3,4, then L1 U L2 and L3 U L4 are intevvals. 
Remark. If true, the conjecture would imply that all tiling parameters can be 
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